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TAKASHI AOYAMA, JAPAN’S SENIOR Vice Minister
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
vis i ted SLAC in  ear ly  September .  The  group
accompanying him included Professor Seishi Takeda
of JSPS and KEK and Professor Yoshi Yamamoto of
Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering at Stanford.
They spent the afternoon with the leaders of SLAC’s
various collaborative efforts with Japan.

Jonathan Dorfan gave the  delegat ion an
introduction to SLAC during lunch.  They were then
given a guided tour of several areas of SLAC.
Participating in the tour were Ewan Paterson (Associate
Director  of  Technical  Divis ion) ,  John Seeman
(Accelerator Dept. Head), Jo Stöhr (SSRL Deputy
Director), Tune Kamae (GLAST Group Leader), David
Burke (Assistant Director and head of NLC), and
Stewart Smith (BABAR collaboration spokesperson).

SLAC is operated by Stanford University for the Department of Energy

Japanese Delegation Visits SLAC
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Seeman (pictured above, left) conducted the tour
of the Klystron Gallery and linac.  Burke led the
delegation on a tour of the NLCTA, where they
recognized structures made in Japan and shipped to
SLAC (see picture, page 3, column 2).  Smith handed
the explanation of BABAR over to Kenji Abe, a Japanese
post doc, who gave the entire talk in Japanese.  The
delegation was very interested and asked questions

about competition between the BELLE (KEKB detector
in Japan) and BABAR.  Although PEP-II with BABAR was
first to reach high luminosity, Smith pointed out that
KEKB with BELLE has subsequently matched this
performance.  The Vice Minister was given a BABAR cap
to commemorate his visit (pictured above, right) .  When
Stöhr conducted the delegation through SSRL, the
audience was quite knowledgeable about SLAC’s work
in the various synchrotron radiation sciences.

According to  Paterson,  the  history of  the
collaboration between SLAC and Japan spans over 20
years.  About 1978, discussions began between the US
and Japan to collaborate, in part, because particle
physics  experiments  had become so large and
expensive, and Japan had just joined the “big accelerator
club” of the US and Europe.  The accelerator leadership
at KEK and Japanese particle accelerator physicists
began discussions with US laboratory leaders such as
Pief Panofsky at SLAC and Robert Wilson at Fermilab.
The Japanese group and the laboratory leaders
approached the Department of Energy (DOE), which
was open to the type of international collaboration
proposed.  Bilateral cooperation was brought up in
talks between Japanese Prime Minister Ohira and then-
President Carter.

(Continued on Page 3)
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Director's Corner

FOR THE PAST TWO years,
we have been working to
create a closer relationship
with the Stanford University
adminis trat ion and the
research base on the main

campus.     This  arose  from the challenge that I laid
down for us all in my inaugural address on September
1, 1999: “As you contemplate new directions, I
encourage you to consider the wealth of collaborative
opportunities which the Stanford University research
base provides.  There is benefit both to the Laboratory
program and the University in seeking a broader
range of scientific overlap with campus.”   This
impetus has been and continues to be strongly
supported by the main campus, and we are beginning
to see tangible evidence of the benefits from this
expanded relationship.

On October 8, 2001, the Board of Trustees of
Stanford University took three hours out of their
very busy schedules to visit SLAC (see The Stanford
Report   October  10,  2001;  a  story  on  the  visit  will
be  in  the  December  issue  of  TIP).   This  was  an
historic event.  While small sub-groups from the
Trustees have visited SLAC on a few occasions in the
past, this was the first time in SLAC’s forty-year
history that the  full Board  had  an  opportunity  to
tour the Laboratory.  The Faculty Senate of the
University held its January 2001 meeting at SLAC
and, like the Trustees, they had an extensive tour of
the site.  The feedback from both of these visits has

been very positive.
For the first time in our history, and with the

enthusiastic endorsement and help from our
sponsor, the Department of Energy, third-party
financed buildings are becoming an important part
of how we are expanding opportunities at SLAC.  It
is our unique relationship with the University that
allows us to realize these exciting enhancements.
The Pehong and Adele Chen Particle Astrophysics
and Cosmology Institute, a University-wide In-
stitute that will report to the Vice Provost for
Research,  is  being  located  at  SLAC.   The  University
is helping us to seek major donations for two other
university-wide  initiatives  that  can  be  realized  at
SLAC because of the unique research at SSRL.  In
both the high  energy  physics  and  synchrotron
radiation areas,  the  Provost has provided expanded
opportunities for faculty recruitment.

The University has stepped forward in difficult
fiscal times to finance the construction of on-site
lodging for our user community.  The benefit to our
users will be enormous.  At its October 8 meeting,
the Board of Trustees approved the site and final
design for the lodging building, and we hope to
break ground next February.  The site for the lodging
is that currently used for the Training Center.

With the stronger emphasis on cooperation
between our scientists and those on the main campus,
new scientific collaborations have emerged in the
areas of high energy physics, accelerator physics
and X-ray science.

It appears that we are indeed seeing increased
benefits  from  our  unique  relationship  as  an
integral part of one of the greatest research
universities in the world.

Emergency Hotline Number

•   The annual SLAC “Hometown Holiday” Party will
be held Thursday, December 20.  Watch for flyers on
opportunities to offer your support!

•   The annual Benefits Fair will be held in the Panofsky
Auditorium/Breezeway on Wednesday, November 7,
from 10 AM–4 PM.

•  Stanford’s open enrollment period for changing
benefits is November 1–26.  Be sure the SLAC Benefits
Office has your current address on file.

•  Parents, mark your calendars.  At 2:00 PM on
November 9 in the SLAC Yellow Room (A&E Bldg,
Room 223), there will be a Q&A session for the new
Stanford Child Care Center serving children ages 2
months–5 years at the Stanford West Development.
Anticipated opening is March 2002.

•  Final score of the Annual Softball Game was
Experiment 19, Theory 12.  Check out the website at
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/gen/pubinfo/
Softball/game01.html for complete details.

Tips from TIP

The SLAC Emergency Hotline toll-free Number is 1-877-447-7522. This resource number is for employees to call
when an event requiring emergency response has occurred, so that they may gain up-to-date information on the
status of SLAC from work or offsite.

Jonathan Dorfan
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The first experiments approved by the Joint
Committee nearly two decades ago were a neutrino
experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL),
the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF), PEP, and the
Large Aperture Superconducting Solenoid (LASS)
spectrometer at SLAC/BNL. The total collaboration
budget for these experiments that first year was $14M.

Numerous scientific and technical results came
out of this collaboration.  Some examples are the LASS
experiment which explored resonance productions, and
the PEP experiment which discovered the F* meson
and explored QCD jets.

Additional examples of this strong international
collaboration include:

Linear Colliders

♦ When NLC/JLC was started (more than 10 years
ago), Paterson became involved and has been to Japan
almost once a year since then.  Japan was a major
collaborator in the development of the Final Focus Test
Beam (FFTB), structures in the Next Linear Collider
Test Accelerator (NLCTA) and development of pulse
compression and components.

♦ The Japanese Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) is a
prototype damping ring for the future NLC, and there
has been a close collaboration in developing this facility.
Paterson is the co-spokesman for the ATF with Japan’s
Koji Takata, and the SLAC/ATF collaboration is led by
Marc Ross (NLC). Injection and extraction kickers were
built at SLAC by the Power Conversion Group under
Tony Donaldson’s leadership, and installed in Japan
by workers from that group.  In addition, Sami Tantawi
has worked with Y. Chin and others in Japan in building
and performing experiments with a 50m long pulse
compression test system in the ATF’s linac tunnel.

♦ LBNL, LLNL, and now Fermilab collaborate in
the work done between SLAC and Japan.  For example,
copper cells are rough-machined at LLNL and then
shipped to Japan for final machining.  They are bonded
together by Japanese industry into a structure.  The
structure is shipped to SLAC, and the Klystron
Department braises on the input and output couplers.
Then the structure is tested and used in the NLCTA.

♦ An International Study Group (ISG) comprised of
members from the accelerator physics communities of
both countries meets once or twice a year, alternating
between locations in Japan and the US, to discuss the
year’s results and plans for the next year. In addition,
an annual US/Japan meeting is held to renew and sign
agreements for the upcoming year.  This meeting is
attended by Japanese government officials and DOE

officials, as well as participating Lab Directors, and is
held at alternating locations.

B Factory
KEKB and PEP-II have worked together on several
R&D topics, including high power vacuum design,
expansion bel lows,  high power rf ,  beam-beam
interaction, bunch-by-bunch feedback systems, and
electron cloud instabilities.  Seeman notes that “the
collaboration between KEKB and PEP-II has helped
both these new generation colliders reach performance
levels never seen before in e+e- colliders.”

GLAST
According to  Kamae,  “ the  US/Japan GLAST
collaboration started in 1995 when people from both
countries found that they were working on the same
ideas.”  GLAST, which started here at SLAC and
Stanford, is based on the silicon strip detector
technology of the past decade.  It is the first major non-
accelerator program approved by the Joint Committee.
(BABAR uses silicon strip detectors in its vertex detector.)
Since March 2000 GLAST is an approved  project in the
US/Japan program.

Kamae has been part icipating in the joint
collaboration’s efforts for nearly 20 years. During this
time he has brought over many students to participate
in the program in the US, observing that “probably half
of these students are now leaders in Japan’s particle
physics efforts.”

These days, strong bonds between nations and
people are even more important, given global concerns
and limited budgets. The example set by SLAC’s long-
lasting collaboration with Japan serves as a benchmark
for others and provides an exciting path into the future
for all of us.

–Teri Peterson

Pictured is the ATF Extraction Line; the ring injection

kicker was built and commissioned  by  the  SLAC

Power Conversion Department in 1997.

Japanese Delegation
(Continued from Page 1)
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DOE Day in Oakland—Energy Fair
THE 7TH ANNUAL DOE Day was celebrated at the
Oakland Federal Building on October 4th. This year’s
theme was “Think Conservation—Use Energy and
Resources Wisely.”  The exposition was a combination
of a science fair and an educational event for the
community. The event was opened by Tom Vacar,
KTVU Fox Channel 2 consumer editor.  Judith Weisse,
DOE/Oakland Energy Information Center manager,
performed moving renditions of The Star Spangled
Banner and God Bless America.  Vacar then led a moment
of silence in remembrance of the September 11th
atrocity.  During the opening ceremonies, repre-
sentatives from the Oakland Operation Office, General
Services Administration (GSA) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) spoke  about DOE Day and
those participating in the Energy Fair.

There were
many inter -
active displays
that  demon-
strated the
latest advances
in  energy re-
search and en-
v i r o n m e n t a l
p r o t e c t i o n .
Besides SLAC,
some of  the
exhibitors were:
LLNL,  LBNL,
Sandia National
L a b o r a t o r y ,
DOE/Oakland

In 1997 while excavating the site for

National Ignition Facility (NIF), a

construction crew uncovered fossilized

mammoth bones.  In honor of this

discovery, LLNL has built this figure

named NIFFY, who was at the entrance

to the Energy Fair.

Operation Office, PG&E, University of California, EPA
and California Energy Commission.

SLAC was represented by John Arthur (SSRL),
Luda Fieguth (SE&M) and John Weisend (EFD). We
displayed a  SLAC beam tree  (see  h t t p : / /

www.slac.stanford.edu/history/beamtree.shtml)
and many colorful posters, including ones showing
SLAC’s Nobel Prize Winners  Burton Richter, Richard
Taylor, and Martin Perl and their prize-winning
achievements .  Other  posters  exhibi ted SLAC
achievements in science such as the B Factory facility,
PEP-II and BABAR, GLAST and the many SSRL advances.
A large aerial photo of the SLAC site was very popular,
as were the many SLAC brochures that were handed
out to visitors.

Attending the fair were many youngsters from
local schools, and they seemed to enjoy the activities
thoroughly. One of the most popular attractions was
the “Cryogenics Magic Show” performed by John
Weisend. You will remember that he was a hit at the
2000  SLAC Family  Day ce lebrat ions  with  his
demonstration of the effect of cryogenic temperatures
on ordinary objects and the role of cryogenics at SLAC.
Observers were able to see frozen flowers shatter,
bananas become hammers and magnets levitate.

Kids were encouraged to take a ride on LLNL’s
Energy Bike and find out how much energy they could
generate in 30 seconds; PG&E and GSA presented many
alternative fuel vehicles; LBNL demonstrated their
energy-efficient table lamp; and Sandia National
Laboratory displayed a model  research engine
development by the Sandia Combustion Research
Facility.

Many SLACers contributed to the success of the
SLAC presentation at DOE Day. We would like to
thank Eleanor Mitchell and Diana Rogers (Director’s
Office), Nina Adelman Stolar (Public Affairs), Terry
Anderson and Michael Hyde (TechPubs), Harry Shin
(SE&M), Robert Moore (EFD), Rich Cellamare and
Larissa Williams (ES&H) and Cathy Knotts (SSRL) for
helping make this event a success.

–Luda Fieguth
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John Arthur explains

SLAC aerial view to a

visitor.

John  Weisend

demonstrates how

brittle a carnation

becomes  when

frozen with liquid

nitrogen.

(l-r) John Weisend, Luda Fieguth, and John Arthur are

ready for opening of DOE Day at Oakland.
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DID YOU WRITE A dissertation while at SLAC?  The
Library is compiling a comprehensive database of PhD
theses completed using SLAC data, SLAC facilities and
advisors associated with SLAC.  If you were a graduate
student  af f i l ia ted with  SLAC and produced a
dissertation on theoretical, experimental or accelerator
physics, please check the SPIRES-HEP database to be
sure we have your dissertation on record, and that it is
marked as a thesis.  If we don’t have your work, or it is
not marked “thesis,” or the bibliographical information
is incorrect, please contact the SLAC Library.  If you
haven’t finished your dissertation, no hurry—but we
are looking forward to receiving a copy!

–Lesley Wolf

SLAC's Fastest Moving Engineer

Everyone Counts

KNUT SKARPAAS VIII
CAUGHT my interest
when we were chatting
about photos of his work
and somehow in- l ine
skating came up. “What,”
said I, “you race as an in-
line skating pro? How did
that  s tar t?”  Wel l ,  i t
started in 1974 at SLAC
when Gordon Bowden en-
couraged a very young
Knut (visiting here with
his  dad,  SLAC’s  f i rs t
Mechanical  Engineer ,
Knut Skarpaas VII), to try
speed skating, “‘though
we think perhaps Bowden
meant ice skating.”

Big gap… in 1997 Knut VIII was at SLAC as a
mechanical engineer working on BABAR, when he heard
the SLAC Run, Walk and Roll race was imminent—the
second year in which in-line skating was an event. This
sent him to buy new skates and practice to the point
that he couldn’t walk…but he did skate and win, with
a record time of 13:05.  Well, the gauntlet was thrown
when his co-workers said he’d never beat that time
again.  In fact, Skarpaas has won every SLAC race since
in the in-line skating division at increasingly good
times. So, his fans and friends urged him to try another
challenge. The first was the marathon-length California

Road Skate In-line Championship on Cañada Road in
July 2000.  He won handily in his division, and went on
to win not just his division but overall in the 2000 and
then 2001 Napa to Calistoga races; on October 13 he
competed again as defending champion to come in
second overall and first in his division, even though he
was skating with numb feet!

Skarpaas made it to Duluth, Minnesota, the
weekend in September following the terrible attacks
on New York and Washington and, even with unreliable
airline schedules, he competed in his first World Cup
Challenge as one of 3300 competitors. After arriving
exhausted and with no practice time, Skarpaas placed
20th in the Category I Pro Class Division, competing
against guys who are supported by sponsors and spend
their whole lives skating. And, yes, potential sponsors
have approached Skarpaas. Will he succumb? Unlikely.
For Skarpaas, one of the great challenges of in-line
skating is his own improvement in gear—everything
from skates to clothing—and in studying diet to find
the right blend of energy-prolonging foods to be able
to still have something left in the critical last minutes
of a race. His engineering skill has led him to develop
wheels with lower resistance and clothes with improved
aerodynamics. A sponsor just might limit this personal
challenge.

In November, there will be another World Cup
appearance, this time in Long Beach, California. Can
we bet we’ll see an improvement? I’m game. One last
thing—will he compete in the next SLAC Race on
November 1?  Absolutely.

–Albe Larsen
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New Help Counselor
PLEASE HELP US WELCOME
Rosan Gomperts, M.S.W., our
new Counselor who came to
SLAC in October.  Gomperts
replaces  Kevin  Carr ,  who
recently ret ired.   Gomperts
earned a Bachelors degree in
Social Theory from Berkeley,

and her Masters in Social Work from San Francisco
State.  She has been working at the Stanford Help
Center since 1995.  Her clinical interests are varied and
include: relationship issues, couples work, parenting,
issues of sexual identity, stress, anxiety, depression
and communication skills.

Gomperts is a native of the San Francisco area and
has two young children. She enjoys cycling, tennis,
basketball, reading, gardening, and traveling.  She
looks forward to meeting you all.  Call x2281 to schedule
an appointment with Gomperts, who will be at SLAC
every Monday, from 11 AM to 4 PM.

–Gloria Labrador
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Preparing the SLAC Site for Winter

A Grand Tour of SLAC
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Mike Hug inspects the storm drains at SLAC.

IN THE AUTUMN, WE prepare our homes for changing
weather by covering patio furniture and removing
leaves from the rain gutters. Similarly, steps we take at
SLAC can help prepare for windy, rainy weather.

Stormwater catch basins are located all across the
SLAC site. Rainwater that flows into these catch basins

is not filtered or cleaned before flowing to San
Francisquito Creek and then to the San Francisco Bay.
As a result, trash and debris blown around the site can
be washed directly into the creek and bay during a
rainstorm.

You can help protect  the  environment  by
preventing SLAC trash and debris from washing into
our catch basins by:

• Disposing of cigarette butts, trash, and debris in
the proper containers (don’t throw cigarette butts
on the ground)

• Sweeping up trash around your work area
• Keeping dumpster lids closed
• Covering and securing material that is stored

outdoors
• Covering piles of excavated soil

If you have questions about how to prepare your
work area for the approaching winter weather, contact
Mike Hug of the Environmental Protection and
Restoration Department, at x4042.

–Hillary Russak

LOWELL KLAISNER (TD) LED a bicycle tour of SLAC
for 15 members of the Fifty-Plus Fitness Association on
Sunday, October 7.  Fifty-Plus is an international
organization devoted to information about, motivation
toward, and participation in exercise and fitness while
aging. They believe that the bridges between those all-
important elements of involvement are crucial.  You
can learn more about Fifty-Plus on their web page at
http://www.50plus.org.

The tour began at the Sharon Heights Shopping
Center and came up Sand Hill Road to SLAC’s main
entrance.  They rode west on the north side of the linac,
with a stop at the Klystron Gallery Visitor’s Alcove.
After going around the west end of the gallery, the tour
returned to the ring road and biked around to the

Collider Experimental Hall.  There they saw the SLD
detector as well as the components for SSRL’s SPEAR3
upgrade.  The tour continued around the ring road and
up to the overlook at the survey tower (shown at right).
Finally, they went out the main gate and back to the
Shopping Center.  Some of the group went on around
the “Alpine Road Loop” to complete the ride.

It was a perfect day for bicycling with clear skies,
a breeze and moderate temperatures.  The bicyclists
had great views of Jasper Ridge and did come upon
some of SLAC’s deer.  Artem Kulikov of the Accelerator
Department was on site as the Program Deputy and
said that the group was very colorful, observing, “They
looked like a bunch of flowers.” Rob Robinson of the
Fifty-Plus group said, “A smashing thrill, what cool
stuff.  We were awed by the mission and results of
American and International cooperative science. Also
we were impressed by the four-mile roundtrip jogging/
cycling opportunity that  the l inear accelerator
provides.” SLAC retirees Bill Lusebrink (retired from
BSL in 1994) and Stan Butler (retired from MFD in
1987) used this as an opportunity to revisit the
laboratory.

The tour came at a time of increased security on
the site; Rick Yeager and the security staff made a
special effort to ensure everything went smoothly.
Thanks to them for their help.

–Lowell Klaisner
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29th SLAC Summer Institute:
Exploring Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
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EACH SUMMER, THE LABORATORY hosts a two-
week Summer Institute on Particle Physics that offers
a unique combination of opportunities for critical
review of recent, major progress in high-energy physics
and for the continuing education of graduate students
and postdoctoral research scientists. The format
consists of school lectures followed by a three-day
topical  conference  with  up-to-date  reports  on
experimental and theoretical developments in the field
of particle physics.

The SLAC Summer Institute (SSI) school’s topic
this year was very timely, according to Program
Directors John Jaros (EA), Charles Prescott (EA), and
Lance Dixon (THP).  “This was a big year in particle
physics,” said Jaros.  According to both Prescott and
Jaros, “the United States is currently going through a
choice of planning for the next machine, and the focus
of this planning is what the next major US initiative in
Particle Physics will be.” The hot topic is: what physics
can be accomplished on various machines, such as the
Next Linear Collider.  The SSI is geared toward graduate
students and post docs, and participants spend two
weeks talking about the “topic of the year,” this year
being Electroweak Symmetry Breaking.

Michael Peskin (THP) started off the lecture series
with a series of lectures on the Introduction to
Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB).   The
following week, Ron Ruth (ARA) gave a series of
lectures on Linear Collider Accelerator issues.  “There
were superb lectures during the SSI,” said Prescott.
The afternoon study periods were well attended and
had lively discussions in an informal setting with
enthusiastic participation from both lecturers and
students.  The keynote speaker for this year’s topical
conference schedule, held the last three days of the SSI,
was Hitoshi Murayama of LBL, on “Particle Physics at
the Millennium.”

In  addit ion to  at tending the  school ,  SSI
participants also toured research areas at SLAC, held
several poster sessions, and attended social functions
to further discuss physics in a relaxed setting.  The
annual soccer challenge between the SSI soccer players

Work Safe, Work Smart
Two injuries involving days away from work have been
reported since the last update, according to Sharon
Haynes, Worker's Compensation Coordinator.  The dates
of  the  injury  were  9/27/01  and  10/4/01.   Because  the
last injury involving days away from work occurred on
6/26/01, SLAC's record number of days between claims
remains at 184 days.
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and the SLAC soccer team was held at Stanford, with
the SSI team winning by a score of 6 to 4.  Some
participants took the annual Lick Observatory tour.
They looked through the 120-inch reflecting telescope
(the main research instrument used by the astronomers
at Lick), and learned about the ongoing research in
astronomy and astrophysics.  Since the night was clear,
they were able to view astronomical objects through
the 36-inch refracting telescope.

The websi te  for  the  SSI  (h t t p : / / w w w -
project.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2001/ )  is
comprehensive and includes the lectures, both in audio
and slide formats.  The proceedings will also be posted
to the website, according to Maura Chatwell, SSI 2001
Program Coordinator.

–Vickee Flynn

Two of the SSI speakers

were  ( l - r )  Michae l

Peskin and Ron Ruth.

Students of the Institute continued their

discussions during the social events.  The

weather cooperated nicely with the

outdoor setting.

Some of the dinners had musical accompaniment.  Here,

the Wild Oats and Honey Band with SLAC’s own Ralph

Nelson perform.
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Proactive Web Browsing

Milestones Strengthening Ourselves

Each browser and platform displays a web page slightly differently. As a designer, I try to make the content
useful across as many browsers and platforms as possible, but it is impossible to please all users of a web page.
The most common complaints concern font size and color selection. Did you know that you have almost
complete control over these two factors?

If you are using Netscape (version 4.7x), look for the standard toolbar (at the top of the page beginning with
File). Click View and you will see two menu items that allow you to increase or decrease font size. You are
allowed many steps up and down in size. [This feature is not available on our UNIX installation.] If this doesn’t
work, click Edit, then Preferences and expand the Appearance menu item. Under Fonts you have choices in font
face and type and an option to override all fonts the designer used in the page. If the font sizes still don’t change,
disable style sheets (click Edit-Preferences-Advanced and deselect “Enable style sheets”). Click Edit-
Preferences-Appearance-Color to choose defaults colors that will override colors defined in the web page.

If you are using Internet Explorer, look on the standard toolbar (at the top of the page beginning with File).
Click View-Text Size to choose one of five relative sizes (largest to smallest). If this does not affect font size,
click Tools-Internet Options and then the Accessibility button in the lower right corner of the General tab.
Now you may choose to ignore the colors, font style, and/or the font sizes that the designer used on the page.
You can also choose to view the document using a style sheet of your very own.

THE STANFORD HELP
CENTER is  an  important
resource for SLAC employees
and their families, especially
s ince  the  t ragic  events  on
September 11.  David Rasch,
Help Center Director, joined
Jonathan Dorfan in thePanofsky

Auditorium a few days after the attacks to offer
supportive ideas and generate discussion. On an
ongoing basis, you can make appointments with
counselors by calling our Medical Department (x2281)
or the campus office (723-4577).  See their web site at
http://www.stanford.edu/dept/helpcenter/ for
many helpful links, including guidance on how to
deal  with  t raumatic  s t ress  (h t t p : / /
w w w . s t a n f o r d . e d u / d e p t / h e l p c e n t e r /
TraumaticStress.html).

One of the suggestions in dealing with this type
of stress is to “Take action and get involved in
something.” SLAC as a whole is proceeding by
ensuring that all  occupied buildings have an
evacuation plan that is practiced at least annually.
Our building managers deserve praise for the safe
environments they maintain along with the other
safety professionals at SLAC, but they can always
use your help.  Get to know your building manager
(http://www.slac.stanford.edu/eprise/
protected/building/spud.html) and ask him or
her “What can I do to help you?” Become familiar
with your surroundings and offer to be part of your
building’s emergency response team. After all, giving
help is just as strengthening to the spirit as receiving
it…and everyone benefits!

–Janice Dabney
Chair, Operating Safety Committee

AWARDS
Anderson, Ronald; Brenkus, Frank; Brown, Forrest;
Campo, Araceli; Grygutis, Patrick; Jones, Marvin; Myers,
William; and Skaggs, Burl, all of SEM, awarded by the
DOE Oakland Operations Office for pollution prevention
accomplishments, 9/20/01*
Byers, Butch, EPR, Letter of Recognition from County of
Santa Clara recognizing SLAC for participation in the
Silicon Valley Chemical Management Services Pilot
Project, 9/14/01*
Byers, Butch (EPR), Cellamare, Richard (WM), Farvid,
Ali (MFD), Gosal, Balbir (MFD), Hug, Michael (EPR),
Kirby, Robert (PEL), Morales, Harold (SSRL), Regan,
Mary (KLY) awarded by the DOE Oakland Operations
Office for pollution prevention achievements, 9/20/01*
Drell, Sidney, DO, The 2001 Heinz R. Pagels Human
Rights of Scientists Award from the New York Academy
of Sciences, 9/24/01
Hubbard, Jean of Purchasing was given a Certificate of
Appreciation by the DOE Oakland Operations Office
for pollution prevention accomplishments, 9/20/01*
Pilastro, Yolanda, Certificate of Achievement, from 2001
White House “Closing the Circle” awards program in
the recycling category, 6/01.*

APPOINTMENTS
Quinn, Helen, APS Vice President.  Term starts in 2004

DECEASED
Toohig, Timothy, DOE Headquarters, on 9/25/01.  See
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/slac/announce/
misc/toohig.html

*see TIP Milestone website for complete information
(http:www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/tip/tip.html).

Email milestones to tip@slac.stanford.edu.


